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ABSTRACT
It is important to find buried magnetic material’s geometric features that are parallel to the soil surface in
order to determine anti-tank and anti-personnel mine compatible to standards. So that it is possible to
decrease the number of false alarms by separating the samples that have got non-standard geometries. For
this purpose, in this study the anomalies occurred at horizontal component of the earth’s magnetic field by
buried samples are determined with magnetic sensor. In the study, KMZ51 AMR is used as the magnetic
sensor. The position-controlled movement of the sensor along x-y axis is provided with 2D scanning system.
Trigger values of sensor output are evaluated with respect to the scanning field. The experiments are
redone for the samples at different geometries and variables are defined for geometric analysis. The
experimental conclusions obtained from this paper will be discussed in detail.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In our day, metal detectors are commonly used for removing the military land mines. Metal
detectors are electronic devices that are designed for finding mineral deposits under the ground,
metal ware or land mines [1-3]. These devices are working in accordance with the procedures of
electromagnetic induction method. In the device, there are primary and secondary (search)
bobbins.
When a magnetic field that has got changeable intensity is formed with the primary bobbin in an
environment in which there is a conducting subject, electric field is induced on the conductive
object and this field causes a load flow in the conductive object. The flow that is induced because
of this load flow produces a secondary weak magnetic field that has got changeable intensity. On
the other hand, the secondary magnetic field produces an induction flow on secondary bobbin.
When the induced flow occurred on secondary bobbin is examined on a wideband (30 Hz- 24
kHz), a signal which can identify the object specifically is obtained (Fig.1).
The choice of flow’s frequency that will be applied to primary bobbin on determined object is
identified with this Formula; [4,5]
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f = 2500 ×

R
µr . d2

(1)

Here, µr shows depth in kind d inch, (T.m/A) shows relative magnetic permeability of the object,
and R shows electrical resistance (Ω) of the object.

Figure 1. Application of Electromagnetic Induction Method

In electromagnetic induction method, while its vertically depth range (12 cm) is sufficient, its
ability in recognizing a metal from another metal or perceiving the objects that have got
underperformed metal range subjects is really low [6].That is why these detectors’ false target
numbers are more than real targets [6,7].This high false alarm rate lowers mine spotting speed
and also it makes the method expensive and dangerous [8]. Recently, the false alarms which are
raised from small metal wastes such as shell casing, shrapnel have been decreased by using GPR
sensor with secondary bobbin. However, the cost of these double sensor metal detectors is higher
than the others.
In literature, some studies have been developed such as separating metal mine cases confirming to
standards from magnetic samples that have got nonstandard geometry by finding buried magnetic
materials’ geometrical features parallel to the soil surface in order to decrease the false alarms
number [9-10].Therefore, with the aim of decreasing the number of false alarms, it is tried to
identify and classify buried magnetic materials’ geometrical features parallel to the soil surface by
using magnetic anomaly method in this study.
The anomalies formed by the earth at the horizontal component of magnetic field in buried
samples’ scanning field are determined with KMZ51 AMR magnetic sensor. Sensor output
voltage changes are evaluated according to the scanning field. The experiments are repeated for
the samples at different geometries and variables for geometrical analysis are determined. The
other parts of this paper, the experimental results are discussed in detail.

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD
In the study, a new magnetic measurement system that uses magnetic anomaly technique,
determines buried magnetic materials’ upper surface views and decides whether they are standard
or nonstandard and classifies them is developed. Developed magnetic measurement system
consists of two parts as; 2D sweeping system and electronic unit (Fig. 2).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2. a) The view of 2D scanning system, b) The view of electronic unit, c) The whole view of
magnetic measurement system
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In the study, the soil which consists of %4.88 Fe2O3 that is obtained by using X-Ray diffraction
device (XRD) according to mineralogical analysis, is put into the soil reservoir of the system. In
addition, 1030 and 1040 serial magnetic materials, which are produced at AISI (American Iron
and Steel Institution) standards and used for making military metal covered mines, are used as the
test sample. The test samples have got cylindrical and prismatic geometry. The names are given
to test samples in order to distinguish them from each other. Among them, Sample 1, Sample 16,
Sample 19 and Sample 22 are cylindrical samples with different height and diameter. In the study,
first of all, these selected cylindrical samples are buried right under the soil into the center of
scanning field. Later, magnetic anomalies occurred by samples in the magnetic field of the earth,
with moving sensors at 1cm intervals in scanning field, are determined with sensor voltage
changes. Lastly, sensor voltage changes that are obtained according to the scanning field are
converted into gray-scale graph (Fig.3).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Selected cylindrical samples’ sensor voltage changes obtained according to the scanning field.

Fig.3a gray scale graph belongs to Sample 1 and Fig.3b gray scale graph belongs to Sample 19.
Both of these cylindrical samples’ diameters are prominently smaller than their height. When the
graphs of both samples are compared, it can be seen that the graphs have got the same
characteristics. Fig.3c gray scale graph belongs to Sample 22 and Fig.3d gray scale graph belongs
to Sample 16. While diameter is very bigger than height at Sample 22, height is bigger than
diameter but its size is closer to the diameter’s size. However it can be said that the graphs of two
samples have got same characteristics. In that case, it can be commented about diameter- height
relation with the gray- scale graphs of sensor voltage changes obtained according to the scanning
field and geometrical structures of the samples. In the study, change graphs of sensor output
triggers for x axis are fitted in order to find diameter information of cylindrical samples,
mathematical catenary conforming to this characteristic change is determined and the equation of
this catenary is found (Fig.4).
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(c)

(d)
Figure 4. For cylindrical samples, fitting changes of sensor output triggers according to x axis

The equation of mathematical catenary obtained for cylindrical samples is like in Eq.2. However,
as it is seen at Fig.4c and Fig.4d, at cylindrical samples whose diameter and height can be
compared, the super position of two gaussian curves give the equation of mathematical catenary
(Eq.3).
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At Eq.2; V0 presents voltage value read by sensor when there is no sample (Volt), XC presents the
coordination of the point in which gaussian curve peaks at x axis (cm), W presents gaussian
curve’s half height’s width (cm), A presents the field that is under the gaussian curve (cm2).
With identifying all variants at fit equations formed for all cylindrical samples that have got the
same magnetic permeability in which height is much bigger than diameter, the empirical formula
that gives the approximate value of diameter is obtained as it is in Eq. 4.
R≅

A

(4)

(1.36 )*

Here, R presents “diameter”(cm), A presents the field under the gaussian curve (cm2), ()*
presents the coefficient for the samples that have got stable magnetic permeability.
With identifying all variants at fit equations formed for all cylindrical samples in which diameter
is bigger than or close to the diameter, the empirical formula that gives the approximate value of
diameter is obtained as it is in Eq. 5.
R≅

W1 + W2
2

(5)

Here, R presents diameter (cm), W1 presents first gaussian curve’s half height’s width (cm), W2
presents second gaussian curve’s half height’s width (cm).
In the study, among test samples, from the prismatic ones, Sample 46 and Sample 54 are chosen.
The upper surface of Sample 46 is rectangular and Sample 54’s upper surface is square. First of
all, these prismatic samples are buried right under the soil one by one into the center of scanning
field. Later, sensor voltage changes obtained according to scanning field are identified and they
are converted into the gray-scale graph (Fig.5).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Sensor voltage changes of chosen prismatic samples according to the scanning field.
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When Fig.5a is examined, at this big prismatic sample whose height is bigger than its width, it is
understood that magnetic flux lines of the earth enter from the short edge of the sample and get
out from its other short edge. When Fig.5b is examined, at this sample whose upper peaks are
same, magnetic flux lines are entering into the material from all peaks.
Therefore, with the gray-scale graphs of sensor voltage changes obtained according to the
sweeping field and geometric structures of the samples, it can be commented on width-height
relation. In the study, in order to get height information of the prismatic samples, the change
graphs of sensor output voltages are fitted according to x axis and the mathematical catenary that
is compatible to this characteristic change is identified and the equation of this catenary is found
(Fig.6).

(a)

Figure 6. For prismatic samples, fitting changes of sensor output voltages according to x axis
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Mathematical catenary’s equation that is obtained for all prismatic samples whose height are
bigger than their width is as in Eq.2, on the other hand, at all prismatic samples whose height and
width are same, mathematical catenary’s equation is equal to Eq.3.
For prismatic samples, it is defined that XC1 and XC2 variants at mathematical catenary equation
are related to the sample’s height and Eq.6.
X C 2 − X C1 = −30,39 + 1,74L + 59,48(0,89L) L

(6)

For identifying approximate width of prismatic samples whose heights are bigger than their
widths, it will be enough to determine the distance between the ellipses on the sample’s grayscale graph. When the gray-scale graphs of Sample 44 (3cm) and Sample 47(6 cm) which have
got different width measurement are examined, it can be easily seen that the distance between two
focuses of the ellipses are different and this difference approximately gives the width of the
samples (Fig.7).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Two colors (gray-scale) graphs of Sample 44’s and Sample 47’s sensor output voltages

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In the study, a new magnetic measurement system that uses magnetic anomaly technique is
developed. This system is used for determining upper surface views of buried magnetic materials,
deciding whether they are standard or non-standard and classifying them. The soil that consists of
%4.88 Fe2O3 is put into the soil reservoir and AISI 1030, AISI 1040 serial magnetic materials that
are used in producing military metal case mines are buried into the soil with making experiments.
It is found that approximate diameter information of cylindrical samples and diameter-height
relation information can be obtained by determining sensor voltage changes according to the
sweeping field for all selected samples, making graphs of them and determining mathematical
catenary equations. In addition, it is found that prismatic samples’ approximate width and height
information can be determined. When magnetic permeability of the sample is high, it makes
positive effect in finding geometrical features of the sample, but on the other hand, the increase of
Fe2O3 range of the soil in which the sample is buried makes negative effect. In addition, the
humidity range of the soil makes negative effect in determining geometrical features. These
problems can be solved by using Boolean Kalman Filter and Maximum-Likelihood Adaptive
Filtering [11-13]. Also, findings which obtained very well- known with other methods reveals
that the success of our measurement system (Fig.8).
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(a) Seismic Reflection[14]

(b) Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)[15,16]

(c) Electromagnetic Induction (EMI)[17]

(d) Infrared Imaging (IR)[18]

(e) X-ray Back Scattering Method[19]
Figure 8. Findings of other methods for the different geometric materials.
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